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we obtain

U{2)
= cDj^j* Ek(v)/(u + z - v)d^ = E^(u - v)f(v + z)dv^

Consequently 4(z) e Tj, and Dickson’s theorem follows.
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Generalized Conformal Structures on 
Manifolds
A. B. Goncharov*

Introduction. This paper consists of several parts which may be of interest 
separately, unified by a common idea.

In Sections 1 and 2 we introduce the notion of an F-structure, which 
generalizes both the notions of a distribution and of the ^^-structure of 
Bernstein and Gindikin [12]. Obstructions to the integrability of F-structures 
are constructed. Sections 1 and 2 are auxiliary.

In Sections 3-5 we introduce, on a manifold, a notion of a generalized 
conformal structure related to a compact Hermitian symmetric space (CHSS) 
T of rank greater than 1. The differential geometry of this structure is studied 
and relations between F-structures and G-structures are established. If is a 
quadric in CP"'*' ‘, i.e. a CHSS of tyi>e IV in E. Cartan’s classification, then the 
generalized conformal structure of type X on the complex manifold ST is the 
usual conformal structure, i.e. the conformal class of a complex metric on

In Section 6 we describe a construction of representations of some simple 
Lie algebras in spaces of the lowest functional dimension. This construction is 
an analogue of the Weil representation for Sp(2n).

In section 7 we study manifolds with quaternionic structure.
Let us summarize the results of the papier.

0.1. Frobenius structures. Suppose that at each point x of an n-dimensional 
manifold .F there is defined a family ^(x) of subspaces of dimension k in the 
tangent space that depend analytically (smoothly) on x e i.e. the subset 
■^(x) Cl Gr^(Fjj^)t is given. Then we will say that a Frobenius structure ^ is 
defined on 3C.

A submanifold 9C such that c= J^(z) for every z e ^ is called 
integral.

A Frobenius structure is completely integrable if for any x s X and for any 
subspace V(x) a ^(x) there is an integral manifold tangent to V{x).

* Previously unpublished. Received in translation, March, 1985.
t We have denoted by Gr^i V) the complex Grassmann manifold of ^-dimensional subspaces

in y. If dim y = n, then instead of Gr*( K) we write GrJ.
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Examples (of completely integrable Frobenius structures).
(1) A distribution on a manifold.
(2) Let A-^ r be a double fibration (see [9]),

Bi = = niTi\\x).

Then {Tfr^\x e B^} and {T^B^H e FJ define Frobenius structures on F and 
B, respectively. In this situation F^ and B^ are integral manifolds.

Let us say that a double fibration is admissible if there is a set {<p^} of 
densities on B¡. such that for the integral transformation/i-» there is a 
local inversion formula. J. Bernstein and S. Gindikin have shown [12] that the 
admissibility condition imposes the following restriction on the Frobenius 
structure in F:
for any <i e F there exists A(0' (^ C* —► TfF^
such that { Im A(0(v (X) C*) = {T/T^}.

This is precisely the definition of the Bernstein-Gindikin ^»-structure.
It turns out that if dim F > dim B > 2 then the following uniqueness 

theorem holds:
Exactly 1 integral manifold passes through each suhspace.
In this case B is recovered from a (completely integrable) ^¡’-structure in F 

as the family of integrable manifolds and the obtained double fibration is 
admissible.

Two problems arise:
(1) under what conditions is the Frobenius structure completely 

integrable?
(2) for a completely integrable Frobenius structure, how many integral 

manifolds are tangent to the given subspace?

0.2. F-structures. Suppose that ;r: > J' is a bundle with fiber ^{x) over
X. In what follows, Vf stands for the subspace in corresponding to/e ^{x).

In order to solve problem (1) of section 0.1, we construct a sequence of 
obstructions to the integrability of the Frobenius structure. The ^th 
obstruction is the obstruction to the existence of the {k + l)-jet of the 
integral submanifold through V

Definition. Let F c Gr*( IF) be a manifold with the transitive action of a 
subgroup of GL( IF). We say that an F-structure is given on the manifold ^ if, 
for every point xe 31, there is a linear isomorphism B{x): IF —♦ T,pc such that 
B{x)iF) = ^{x).

It happens that for F-structures the process of construction of the full set of 
obstructions to the existence of integral manifolds becomes much simpler.

The reason is that a lot of information on the nature of integrability may 
be obtained from the study of F c: Gr^(IF) itself, regardless the concrete type 
of the F-structure. In particular, the answer to problem (2) depends only on F 
(see Theorem A, sec. 2.4).
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Examples (of F-structures). (1) F is a point. Then an F-structure is a k- 
dimensional distribution on ^ and a completely integrable F-structure is a 
foliation on ST.

(2) F = CF' and there are a linear space L and linear mappings 
> W such that F = {Im(Ai/fi + where (A,, Aj) e C^\(0,0)

and n Im(A,^. A^^j) = 0}.

Let £ be a bundle on CF* whose fiber over (Aj:A2) is fF/Im(A,/<i -I- 
¿2^2)- Then ([12]) r(CF‘, £) ^ W. In particular, GL(2) acting on CF* acts 
transitively on F. The corresponding F-structure is the Bernstein-Gindikin 
structure that plays a key role in the problem of the description of admissible 
families of curves in integral geometry [12].

F-structures arise in integral geometry in the following situation. Suppose 
that on the manifold ^ there is given a family of 1-dimensional submanifolds 
^X parameterized by points of the manifold 3C. Let T"(y) c ii" be a set of points 
X such that ^^ contains y. Then if >> e .Sf the subspace Ly(xo) is induced in 

by i^(y). This, in we have defined a family of subspaces,
parameterized by points of Clearly, i^'(y) is an integral manifold.

For finite-dimensional admissible families of curves on iF this is the way 
that there arises a completely integrable F-structure ([12]) that describes 
almost everywhere the admissible family of curves. Let us clarify this 
important remark. In Chapter I the full set of obstructions to the existence of 
an integral manifold is constructed according to the method of §0.2 so that the 
A-obstruction is defined when the (k — l)-th vanishes, and it is the section of 
the vector bundle jT*" * -2(F) over J*^*; see §1. The /t-th obstruction vanishes at 
the point/e ^ * if and only if the (k + 1 )-jet of the integral manifold is tangent 
to Ky. In this situation dim depends only on F <= Grj(IL) regardless
of the specific tyjje of the F-structure.

Important remark. In fact, in the construction of the full set of obstructions 
and in the proof of Theorem A (§2.4) we make use not of the homogeneity of F 
but of a much weaker condition.

ft suffices that for any /,,/2 e F there exists A e GLffF) such that
A{T^,F) = Tf,F.

For example, any one-dimensional submanifold in GrI satisfies this 
condition, since GL(IF^) is transitive on l-Iom(fF|^, C^/IF^IXO, where IVj- is a 
subspace of iV of dimension 1.

Let Gf c GL(IF) be the group of all transformations that preserve F. On 
a manifold with an F-structure, a Gf-structure may be introduced. (Definition 
of G-structures and their main properties may be found in ([16], [20], [26]).

Our results on the relations of the structure functions of the Gf-structure 
with obstructions to the integrability of the F-structure generalize Penrose’s 
theorem that states that the antiselfdual part of the Weyl tensor on a 4-
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dimensional manifold with a conformal structure vanishes if and only if there 
exist a-surfaces [21].

OJ, The geometry of generalized conformal manifolds. In T^X, the cone 
is canonically constructed, so that the cones for different xs are linearly 
equivalent. That is, let 5 be a simple complex Lie group, and P a parabolic 
subgroup with the Levi decomposition P = GN, so that the radical N is 
Abelian. As we know [17], N is Abelian if and only if T = SjP is CHSS and 
in that case G = GoC*, where Go is semisimple. Let 7V_ be a subgroup 
opposite to N and let s, p, n_ be corresponding Lie algebras.

Let p — be the Levi decomposition of the stabilizer of x e T in 5.
Put A", for the cone of highest weight vectors in the G^-module T^X, i.e. each 
element in is highest with respect to a Borel subgroup in G^,.

Clearly, j e 5 transforms K, in therefore with JT there is assoaated the 
cone K(X) <= n_, which is linearly equivalent to all cones K^. It will be 
convenient to identify n_ with TJiand K(X) with where e is the image of

the unit e e G m X. , , r i
Now \etrk X > 1, i.e. X # CP". We will say that a generalized conformal

structure of type X is given on the manifold SC, if the cone JT^ analytically 
depending on x: and C-linearly equivalent to the cone K(,X) (i.e there is a C- 
linear isomorphism such that A^(K(X)) — is e ne a
each point x e 3^.
Remark. By Corollary 3.7 rk X = I if and only if = T^^\0, so that the 
extra infinitesimal structure on ^ is defined only for rk X > . . , r

Generalized conformal structures on manifolds 3C and 9 are equivalent if
there is a diffeomorphism X-áT—* 9 such that^fJC^) ~ ^Hry 
Example. Let A' be a non-degenerate quadric in CP"^ '. Then is the non
degenerate quadratic cone consisting of lines in CP" passing throug x an 
belonging to X. The family of cones defines a conformal structure on X
and jT is the zero cone.

Among all manifolds 3P the manifold AT is distinguished as having the flat 
structure so that in any domain on AT local diffeomorphisms that preserve the 
family of cones are extended to holomorphic automorphisms of X. We 
obtain an infinitesimal characterization of CHSS or rank > 1. In fact, wernay 
recover a CHSS of rank > 1 from any simply connected domain with a flat 
family of cones. Perhaps this fact may be useful in the theory of analytic 
functions on bounded complex symmetric domains of rank >1.

We will show that a generalized conformal manifold is a manifold with 
G-structure, and compute all structure functions of this G-structure. For 
the conformal structure these structure functions constitute the Weyl 
tensor.

For a generalized conformal structure the group G is reductive and its
centre is one-dimensional. The reduction of the structure group to its
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semisiiflP^® part, Gq, is an analogue of distinguishing a metric on a conformal 
nianifo^^’

gjj-iicture functions of the Go-structure form an analogue of the Riemann 
tensor metric. They include the structure functions of the G-structure 
and tv^° more irreducible components that are analogues of the traceless 
Ricci tensor and of the scalar curvature (Theorem 4.6).

^ore precisely, the structure functions of the G-structure are defined as 
the part of the structure functions of the Gg-structure obtained by a reduction 
of the G-structure that does not depiend on the choice of reduction. In other 
Words, this is (generally) the conformally invariant part of the structure 
functions of the Gg-structure.

jhere is a striking similarity between generalized conformal structures 
and the classical geometry of conformal manifolds. The algebraic background 
of this similarity is that generalized conformal structures are G-structures of 
order 2- In the flat case this means that an automorphism of CHSS X is not 
defined by its differential at a point. More precisely, in an appropriate 
coordinate system infinitesimal automorphisms of X are vector fields whose 
coefficients are polynomials of degree < 2. The geometric background is that 
our G-stfucture is defined by a family of cones that play an important role in 
various constructions.

For example, there are often many isotropic linear subspaces, i.e. 
subspaces that belong to /T,; cj 0 (see Proposition 3.10). Therefore, an F- 
structure may be introduced on a generalized conformal manifold. This F- 
structure is completely integrable if and only if the Weil tensor (or its 
corresponding part, when X = GrJ) vanishes (see Theorem 5.2). For A' = 
Grj this result is due to R. Penrose. Therefore, we have obtained a (non
standard) geometrical interpretation of structure functions of generalized 
conformal manifolds.

On generalized conformal manifolds there are no canonical linear 
connections. However, the infinitesimal transport of an isotropy plane along 
vectors that belong to this plane may be defined (Theorem 4.9).

In particular, curves 7(5) are defined with the property that the tangent at 
each point is an isotropy line and its infinitesimal transport from y(t) to y(t -t- 
dt) is the tangent to 7(5) at the point / + dt. Such curves will be called 0- 
geodesics.

Instead of the canonical linear connection on a generalized conformal 
manifold of type X, a Cartan connection may be introduced. Roughly 
speaking, this means that with each point x s SC & CHSS X^ isomorphic to X 
is associated so that a parallel transport Ty,o).y(i):A'^(0) along the curve
7(i), where 0 < r 1, is defined and Ty,o),y(i) is a diffeomorphism.

It turns out that is defined in T^X by a system of quadratic equations. 
(Therefore the Gg-structure may be considered as a “metric” with values in 
the bundle £*, where the fiber of E over x is the linear space of quadratic 
equations that singles out of T^X).
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Remark. In a paper to appear we will show that the Go-structure on 3C 
defines a second-order differential operator acting from functions into E. In 
case of a metric, ¿'is the trivial 1-dimensional bundle and the operator is the 
classical Laplace operator. The characteristic manifold of the Laplace 
operator is iV, where JT* <= T*3C is the cone linearly equivalent to ^ 
and in a sense dual to On a generalized conformal manifold a conformal 
analogue of the Laplace operator may be defined.

Until now the ground field has been C. Let us consider real forms of 
CHSS, i.e. R-symmetric Nagano spaces [20]. For example, forms of Gr|i are 
RGrt; and HGrJ and forms of the quadric in CF' are quadrics in RP".

For us it is important only that each R-symmetric Nagano space is 
presentable in the form where the Lie algebras of 5« and are s =
6_, © So ® 5, and p = So © s„ respectively.

To each of these R-symmetric spaces we will assign a differential- 
geometric structure which is a real form of the corresponding conformal 
structure. For a quadric in RP"'" ‘ this is a way of obtaining a conformal class 
of a (pseudo) Riemannian metric on a real manifold of dimension n.

All the results obtained for generalized conformal structures can be easily 
extended to their real forms. Moreover, several real forms obtain some extra 
interesting properties. The typical example is HZ’" and the corresponding 
theory of quatemionic manifolds.

The complexification of HF is Grf Therefore, if J:- is a quatemionic 
manifold fhen in (g) C the cone linearly equivalent to the cone 
K(GTj"' is canonically constructed.

Let n\3^ be the bundle with the fiber over x being the set of all a- 
subspaces in f, i.e. the set of isotropic subspaces of C-dimension 2n in

AVe say that a unitary connection in a bundle on ^ is sclf^ditul if its 
curvature form vanishes on a-subspaces. Assigning to a bundle on SC with a 
self-dual connection a certain holomorphic bundle on á* we establish an 
equivalence of the category of such bundles on SC with a certain category of 
holomorphic bundles on á*.

By Theorem 4.9 each a-subspace is uniquely lifted by the corresponding 
point of Since = CP^, we obtain an almost complex structure on
This structure is integrable if and only if the antiselfdual part of structure 
functions vanishes. To a bundle on such an with a self-dual connection there 
corresponds a holomorphic bundle on ^. This fact is a multidimensional 
generalization of the Atiyah-Ward-Belavin-Zakharov construction (see
[2-5])).

After the section on quatemionic manifolds was written, Yu. I. Manin 
informed me about a preprint by S. Salamon “Quatemionic manifolds,” that 
contains results similar to ours.*

• This paper was written in Autumn 1981, but as the result of the pressure of various matters 
it was submitted for publication only now. During this time Salamon’s preprint has been 
published, see [23].
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05. Th^ Weil-typc representations. Put K*iK^ for the cone of highest
vectors G-module n(r^A').

will construct the embedding of s in the Lie algebra S>{K*) of regular 
differeot'^^ operators on K*, yielding the representation of s in the space of 
regular furretions on K*. In the coadjoint representation of S there is the 
unique °f minimal dimension. It passes through the highest weight
'sector iir 9*' constructed representation corresponds to meaning that 
2 dim ~ for S # SL{n) there is no polarization of and
the usu^l methods of recovering a representation from an orbit fail. The 
problern of construction of “minimal” representations was considered by 
different authors but their construction was the restriction of the Weil 
representation of sp(2n) onto s —> sp(2/i). Our construction is more universal, 
and for ®P(2n) we get a new Weil-typ»e construction of representations. It is 
easily extended to a wide class of Lie algebras, in particular, to split algebras 
over k, where char k = 0, that have a parabolic subalgebra with Abelian 
radical-

Roughly speaking, the construction is as follows. S acts on sections of a 
linear S-hundle £^, associated with the character Xx'P —*■ C* so that = 
ki for t ^ Center G s C. Let exp (n_)P be a neighborhood of the unit in S. 
Then let us identify points of P-e in X with n_ and consider an AT--invariant 
trivializution of over n_. For s e S the operator that will be constructed 
below is just a coordinate expression of the corresponding S-action in 
canonical coordinates on n_. If 2 is as in Theorem 6.4, then the image
of under the Fourier transform (see 6.1) belongs to ©(£*). The reason for 
this is that 5 e S transforms into K*.

Note that FfSP„) is of order 2 for wen and cannot be expressed in terms of 
first-order operators of &(K*). It is possible to prove that ^{K*) is generated 
by operators F{^where s e s. Therefore we have obtained new interesting 
examples of rings of regular diffential op>erators on a singular algebraic variety.

Remark. The results of sections 3 5 and section 6 are partially announced 
in [3] and [14], respectively.

In the remarkable paper by M. A. Akivis [1], the generalized conformal 
structure related to a Grassmannian (an “almost Grassmann structure” in 
terms of [1]) was considered in connection with the geometry of webs. In [1] 
the results of §6 are obtained for CHSS of type 1.

I learned about [1] only after [13] was sent to press, and that is why there 
is no reference to [1] in [12].

Note that several results of this paper may be interpreted as a 
multidimensional generalization of results of R. Penrose from twistor theory.

The paper originated from the S. G. Gindikin’s question on infinitesimal 
structures on CHSS. 1 am indebted to S. G. Gindikin and J. N. Bernstein for 
valuable discussions, advice and attention. 1 thank D. A. Leites for editing and 
translation.
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Chapter I
The Frobenius Theorem for F-structures

§1. The first obstruction to integrability of the F-structure

1. Preliminaries. An w-jet of the germ of a A-dimensional submanifold 
Jf c at X e á" is the class of w-tangent /c-dimensional submanifolds at x. 
Denote by 9C the bundle of w-jets of germs of fc-dimensional
submanifolds (shortly,/c-submanifolds). For example,
(In what follows, the subscript k will be omitted whenever misunderstandings 
are unlikely).

Select a local coordinate system x‘,..., x" on An m-gcrm at (0,, 0) 
of a k-submanifold close to the submanifold x*'*'^ = ... = x" = 0 may be
defined by the formulas x*^‘ = y(x‘,..., x*) =
■.. x’% where \ ^ i ^ n - k, \ ^ j, ^ k.

Evidently, x\ ..., x" and {a\{a'.^ j}, where aj ^ is symmetric 
with resp)ect to lower indices, form a local coordinate on There are natural 
bundles TtJ' "’“ ‘1 such that The point
j^m+1 g _^¡n+1 coordinates (x¿,..., xj,..., °a‘) defines the fc-subspace 

c ‘ of the form

x' = a'j ixf'' - xi') + x‘o

The following lemma is easy to verify.

(1)

Lemma 1.1. is well-defined. At the point (xj,..., °a; J any
suhspace of the form (1), where j is symmetric with respect to 
Ji' • • ■ Jm+i. is obtained by the method above.

Let cz be the submanifold that defines an F-structure on X. Let 
section of over 5". It is known that

7’^(.,Gr^(r,.r) ^ Horn (K,,,,„

Let us consider f(x) as a subspace in Horn
The point JT" g is the m-jet of an integral manifold tangent to if its

lifting to at i/((x) is (w — l)-tangent to ^p.

2. The Frobenius form. A pair of subspaces f with images
isomorphic to with respect to projection define the mapping

as follows. If hi e hi e and 7t*(^i) = ^'(^2) = then =
hi - hi.

Conversely, for a fixed Hi the mapping defines Hi. Define
e Horn (A^K,,,^,, T^XjV^i^i) by the formula '

L
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Let T^i(x), for / = 1, 2, be a vector field on X such that ¡(jc) e

Lemma 1.2. The image of^Vi(jc), 2(^)]l;r-x„^*^/^v(x) depends only on
^i(-x-o). 2U0) #(

Thus a 2-fonn on with values in is well defined.
It is natural to call this form the Frobenius form (of the 1-jet of a distribution 
on X). For example, the curvature of a connection in a G-bundle is the 
Frobenius form of the horizontal distribution that defines the connection.

Lemma 1.3.

Proof of Lemmas 1.2 and 1.3. Let ifx),^„(x) be a set of vector fields 
generating T^X at each point jr so that ^i(x),^j,(x) generate Denote 
by Z.,/(jc) the derivative ofy(x) along r'(x). For f'i(x) = t>,(x) -I- yf(x)i/.v), 
where / = 1, 2,7 = 1,..., ^ and yf(xo) = 0, we have

ir,(x), = iX-,{x),^2{x)X^,, +
{L, yiixo) - /iixo))ijixQ).

Furthermore, let ^(x) 6 Horn (T^X) and g{xo) = id. Put = 
g{x)y^^y Then

»*'^,('>^1- = ig(x)X'M,g{x)X-2ix)X^r„ = T^2W]Iv... +
(L, ^gixoTl'ylixo) - {W,gixo)Wi(^o)- ■

Lemma 1.4. = OforH^ <= T): iff H ^ = n(,X^\y!here & X\x).

The proof follows from Lemma 1.1 because if, in terms of coordinates, //j 
is of the form (1) for n = 1, then

d
where d: — ^rr* ox*

Thus, to each point ij/(x) e we have assigned the vector (Pfiipix)) of 

Horn (A^F^,,„ Tjr/V^,,)/Si(Hom(V^,y T^m^^x))).

Lemmas 1.3 and 1.4 imply the following proposition.

Proposition 1.5. (pU'l'ixo)) = 0 if and only if there is a 2-Jet of the integral 
manifold tangent to

§ 2. Higher obstructions to integrability of an F-structure.

1. The complex In 2.2 we will construct obstructions to the
existence of the integral manifold through y^f^y These obstructions are 
elements of the homology of C^/x).
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^irst, let us construct the complex C^^Tf) connected with the linear 
sub^paces W and c Horn {Wf, WIW/). Put

T-/ = WIIV/, T'} = T/,
T’j-= [VJ ® Ty^ ® Ty^ for 5 5:1;

c'‘\Ty = HomCA'ir^, r*-‘).

For define 6,Xe cy^‘^\Tf) by the formula

* o<»</

Le,<ima2.1. a, + ,°6, = 0.

Rg^ark 2.2. If = Homfl^p W/Wy, then from the Koszul complex 
(S( 0 A( tF1^), ¿) we recover the complex (5( Wy 0 A( IFy) © {WyVy, S)
by extending S onto W/ Wj- by zero. Then C''’\Ty is a subcomplex in the new 
coiiiplex. Put

H'^\Ty = Ker5,C‘'(7'^)/Im5,_iC‘^‘'-‘(7’^); 
c^Kx, =

All complexes for different x’s are isomorphic to each other, since the 
triples and TJí:,T^^,,3F^yx)) are linearly
equivalent (cf. the remark in Introduction).

Let F' c Gr^flF 0 TfF) be a submanifold consisting of graphs of 
mappings A\Wf—> Tj-F, where A s(TfF)^. The manifold F* is the principal 
homogeneous space for the Abelian group (Tj-F)^. Assume that (Pfiij/) = 0 for 
any 'P 6 Then define the higher obstruction by putting = {H s

maps H isomorphically onto and = 0}. Therefore an F‘- 
striicture is defined on Call this structure the first extension of the F- 
structure on S:.

Let // be a point of and the corresponding subspace. A priori 
belongs to

Horn (A"//, T^yH)ld, Horn (//, T„^l\y

for He ■^fIv(x)- Since consists of sub-spaces with isomorphic projections 
onto V^, then

^ Horn (//,

let us identify H with with respect to the projection. 
Then w,, = 0 if and only if

Th^X iTy^xy-
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Furthermore, take 2 vector fields, "V ^ (^) and 'V2(1/'), on that at each point 
belong to a subspace which belongs to the F‘-structure on so that 
^ ¡('/'(-’Co)) e // for /■ = 1,2. Evidently,

Therefore, [i^,(t/'), 1^2(1/')]^Q J. Thus, ) e

Proposition 2.3. If H. ft e then <p\,iH) =(pj,Xff) ^

Proof. Suppose that * maps ft a isomorphically on H. If ft is
defined by equations (1) (where w = 2) we have

ft <= => a] = a(.Jilt °a‘ = V“JM, “jilJi"

Moreover,

dSj, + V ^¡, 5, + xm, + = (X, (2)
S2w^d, + °a‘ di, d, + ,0^3. + ^a‘ di) =
rro/ ) 1' (0^1 _ o^i ) (0^1 _ 0^.; )n = 0

^ji/Ji ‘^Jiiiit' JJJi JiJiit' ^ ^ iJiii njih’-t
If fjj are the coordinates of e in the basis f^,-, 5, + afdt,

where I ^ i ^ n - k, I ^ J ^ k} and ^ is of the form

x' = - xi) + Voi

~ ^0) + X;

«¡V, =

then because of (2) w- = ■
Therefore, if we put <p|(7t^'*(//)) = (p],XH) the “function” (Pf((p(Xq)) on 
with values in is well defined. This function is the 2-

obstruction.

3. The (m + 1 )-obstruction. Suppose the manifold F*""’ c Gr*(IF 0 
consists of graphs of mappings A: fVy—» (TfFf”' **, where A e 

(TfFf^K Let the /«-obstruction vanish on The first extension of the
F*" “ ‘ '-structure on J'"??defines the bundle which defines
an F*'"’-structure on This structure is the m-th extension of the F-structure 
on Si.

Proposition 2.5. Suppose h e ^ ‘ and that H is the corre.<iponding subspace in 
Let us identify H with with respect to that

projection. Then
(a) 6 )■,
(b) depends only on
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Proof. Similar to that of Proposition 2.3. ■
Thus, if we put (p'P(n"' \h)) = <pj,. the {m + \)-obstruction (p^\l/)e 

is well defined.

Lemma 2.6. If L a and = 0 then there is an (m + \)-jet of the
submanifold such that the lifting of the jet to is the m-tangent to ■

Thus, = 0 if and only if there is an (w + l)-jet of an integral
manifold tangent to Vp. Recall that the existence of itself assumes the 
vanishing of all lower obstructions in a neighbourhood of i/i.

4. The main theorem. The /^-structure is of {finite) type w if w is the 
minimal positive number such that 7^"* = 0.

Theorem A. (1) The F-structure of finite type m is completely integrable in 
the domain U if and only if the first m + 1 obstructions (pjr,... vanish
on ^p\U.

(2) For a completely integrable F-structure there is a family of integral 
manifolds tangent to of dimension ^ dim //);*.

1 ^ r < m

Proof. The condition = 0 means that the (m + l)-th
extension of the F-structure is a distribution on Let us identify the 
{m + l)-obstruction with the Frobenius form of this distribution (see
Proposition 2.3). Therefore, by the classical Frobenius theorem, (p™ * = 0 if 
and only if this distribution is completely integrable. This proves (1).

Let 5e (Tt'" ')“‘(i//) and -F'g be an integral manifold through S of the 
distribution considered. Then 7i’”{T's) is an integral manifold of the F- 
structure tangent to and conversely, this is the way in which all integral 
manifolds tangent to arise. It remains to note that

dim = Yj m
1 < / < m ®

In the category of analytical spaces a more precise theorem is valid.

Theorem A'. The F-structure is completely integrable in the domain U if and 
only if all obstructions vanish on n~^{U).

Remark. The F-structure is of infinite type if and only if the family of integral 
manifolds tangent to is infinite-dimensional.

Example. (The .^-structure of Bernstein and Gindikin [12]). Let E = 
Y kiGii) and IV = FfCF', F) = © FfCF*, C(0) ® C*'. Let us realize

1 ^ i ^ J 1 $ I i i
r(CF\ 0{i)) as the space of polynomials of degree not greater than i on the 
line; then put iVj^ = Y {^iX -i- ... -I- a.x'} <S> C*'. Clearly, Tf = 1. Let

I

TeTf he such that T{a{x) ® e‘,) = (g) e‘„ where is a basis

in C*'.
x»0
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Let E = (P(2). Then F \s the set of planes tangent to the quadratic cone in 
C^. This F-structure on 3-dimensional manifold defines a conformal structure 
and vice versa.

Lemma 2.7. Lei £=0(2). Then dim r<r'= 1. and Hf^=0for 
w = 0, 1, 2,....
Proof. Wf = {a,x + a2X^}- Let x*, x^* be the dual basis. Let T* e and 
r'(.x) = Ad^, T(x^) = Bd^. Then 0 = 7'‘(-v)(x^) - T\x^Xx) = -B, hence 
dim ry* = 1 and so on. We have a:* (g)...® 1 e Tf and dim C"-^ = 1, 
dim <5, Horn Tf') = L hence =0. ■

By Theorem A, this F-structure is always completely integrable and for 
any plane there is an infinite-dimensional family of integral manifolds 
tangent to V^. For example, for the flat family of cones in the surfaces 
(x - + (y - yoV + (z - = 0 are integral manifolds.

Notice (see the Remark in the Introduction) that the same is true for an 
F-structure such that F is a curve in Gr|.

Lemma 2.8. If /c¡ > 1 then = 0.
1 ^ f

Proof. Similar to that of Lemma 2.7. ■

Lemma 2.9. There is a unique integral manifold through each suhspace of this 
completely integrable F-structure.

This lemma, which is a reformulation of the “Desargues theorem” from
[12], is a corollary of Theorem A.
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Chapter II
Generalized Conformal Structures

§3. Geometry of the cone KiX)
1. CHSSs. Suppose that the Dynkin diagram for the Lie algebra g is 
obtained by discarding the vertex y of the Dynkin diagram of the Lie algebra 
s. The root y corresponding to y enters with coefficient 1 into the 
ecomposition of the minimal root with respect to simple roots and, 

inversely, every such simple root is connected with CHSS ([17,18]). The 
following table collects the information about CHSS; CHSS is presented in 
t e orm SJG^, where and are maximal compact subgroups in S and 

.respectively. By Ef, and E-, we denote compact groups of typ»e E^ and E-,.
e vertex y is enlarged. Denote by Y. the root vector corresponding to the 

root a.

CHSS rank The Dynkin diagram

I SV(p + ,)/SU/(p) X V(q)) min (p,,)

II S(H.2n)IV(n)

HI Sp(2n)IU{n) „

IV SOin + 2)/SO(2) x SO(fi) 2

V £./SO(10) X t/(l) 2

VI £,/£, X [/(i) j

2- The cone K{X). Let be the Levi decomposition of the
stabilizer of x g A' in S.

Let be the cone of highest weight vectors in the G,-module 
each element in is highest with respect to a Borel subgroup in Gx- 

Clearly, s e S transforms Kx into Kxx\ therefore the cone K(X) c 1^ 
associated with X and K{X) is linearly equivalent to all cones Kx- It 'V'H ^ 
convenient for us to identify V with n_ ^ and A:(A') with K^.

3. The structure of the G-module S(n_). The results of this subsection
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elucidate various facts on G-orbits in n_. However, all statements in the proof 
where we make use of these results may be proved by case-by-case checking.

Let b be the Cartan subalgebra in s which is at the same time a Cartan 
subalgebra in g, and A the root system for (b, s).

Let A* be positive roots, positive roots corresponding to n and Ng the 
maximal nilpotent subalgebra in G corresponding to roots A^\A^.

Roots a and P are called strictly orthogonal if a — ^ ^ A and a. + Pi A 
and a is orthogonal to p.

The system of strictly orthogonal Harish-Chandra roots yi 
where r = rkX, is defined by induction as follows: y, = y and y, is the unique 
minimal root in A^ strictly orthogonal to yi,- -,yi-i ([17]).

In what follows, is the irreducible G-module with the highest weight X 
and (L^, 5*(n,)) = dim Home A'*(n-)).

Theorem 3.1. (Schmid [24]). (F^, 5'*(n.)) = 1(0) if and only if X is 
{im)possible to present as A = —Wiy, —...— mp/„ where ^ ^
m, ^ 1 and -y ... + m, =■ k.

Denote by ' a submodule in S'fn-) isomorphic to F^ and put a, = yi + 
... -4- y,. Let/i e 'F^ be a vector of highest weight with respect to Nq-

Corollary 3.2. The set 5(n_)'^' is an algebra isomorphic to the algebra of 
polynomials inf,...,/,.

Lemma 3.3. //(F„ F. (g) F^)o > 0, then \P - y\ < <x.

Lemma 3.3 is an easy corollary of the Steinberg formula for the tensor 
product [25].

Let'F °'F be the product in 5(n_).*1

Proposition 3.4. (L^, ,, 'F, ° 'L^,)c = 1-

Proof. 5"(n_) °'F^ = 5''^‘(n-)- Let 'F^ c 5'(n_) and ^ # a,. Then 
- p\ ^ ly, - y^l > \aj\ = |y|. (This follows from the fact that |y,| = |y^|, 

see [21]), hence by Lemma 3.3, ('F^, 'F^ ° 'F^) = 0. ■
Let' F* be a submodule in Sfri-)* isomorphic to F*. Let 2;- j be the set of 

common zeros of polynomials of'F* a Proposition 3.4 implies that
0 = Zq Z\ c ... c; Z'_i. Put Zf = Z'^Z'i-i and Z, = n_\Z,_i. Let/J 
be a vector of highest weight in 'V*.

Proposition 3.5. Let 0 be a nonzero G-orbit in ti_. Then (9 = Zjfor some i, 
such that 1 < /■ < r.

Proof. There is an / such that 1 ^ < r and G <= Z,. Suppose that G # Z,.
Then there is a G-orbit G' <= Z, such that # Z,. Let xeG' and /e 
^ 'V*, so that/lc, = 0. By the Bernside density theorem and Corollary

T2* we have ffjG' = 0 and /* = /* .. ./*^ for < ... < J„. From the
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definition of Z\ we get = 0 for j < i. Hence, j„ ^ i. Thus, if f\,.-=0, 
then f\^. = 0. But if ye Z, and y ^ S>\ there is a polynomial g such that 
gif = 0 and giy) # 0. Contradiction. ■

Proposition 3.6. (a) Put = y + ... y Then the G-orhits of 
vectors are mutually distinct.

(b) If Py'.L—►GL(iy) is a fundamental representation corresponding to 
the simple root y and v is its highest vector of weight y„. then dpi # 0 
anddp,(Y,r\^^) = 0, ^ ^

Proof. Clearly (b) implies (a). Let H = £: ]. Since y, + y, is not a
root, then [£ , £ ^ = 0 and Xy(W^,) = L Restricting the representation 
dpy to the Lie algebra {£■.,//.,£ ,} we have dpfY^.)Vy¥^0 and 

V, = 0. This immediately implies ‘(v^) i 0. Further
more,^ for the sake of simplicity let us assume k = 2. Then dpyfY-I-

+ dPy^y.yy + 2dPy{Y_^ )dPyfY_^)){Vy) = idp y
)dp/y , )(v^). If we consider the Lie algebra {y_ ,// , Fj, we 

apy(£'_, )(Vy) ^ 0. The weight of this vector is — Xy ~ 72* ”
V2, ) // ) = therefore, considering { y , H , Y } we get
^Py(y^,)dPy{Y_^,)iVy) 0. ■ ’■

Corollary 3.7. The number of non-zero G-orhits in n _ equals rkX. The orbit 
(TlXO is minimal. K{X) is defined by a system of quadratic equations.

4. Examples. (I) y = 01^-^". Then K, is the cone induced in T,X by the 
set of subspaces with an (m — 1 )-dimensional intersection with x.

Another reformulation: K{X) = {u ® w e C” (g) C"}.
One more reformulation: K{X) is the cone of matrices of rank 1 in the set

of matrices of size w x (n — w). This cone plays an important role in integral 
geometry (see [9]). Other orbits are matrices of higher ranks.

(II) X = SOi2m)lU{n). In C^" define a non-degenerate complex metric. 
Then A" is the orthogonal Grassmannian, i.e. the connected component of the 
manifold of maximal isotropic subspaces in C^" and A^(y) = (u a vreA^C"}- 

Other GL(/j)-orbits in A^C" are 2-vectors G such that A'G ^ 0 and 
A'”" '0 = 0 for r = 1,2,..., [n/2].

In T'^jA'the G,,-orbits are induced by the set of maximal isotropic subspaces 
having an (n — S^4)-dimensional intersection with x. For r = 1 we get the 
cone K^.

(III) X = Sp{2n)IU{n). In C^" define a symplectic structure. Then A'is 
the Lagrange Grassmannian, i.e. the manifold of Lagrange subspaces in C 
and A:(A') = {vv e S^C"}.

Other GL(n)-orbits in S^C" are quadratic forms of rank r ^ n on C"*- 
Each G,(-orbit in T^X is induced by the set of Lagrange subspaces having 
(n — r)-dimensional intersection with x. For r = 1 we obtain the cone Kx-

(IV) X = SO{n + 2)/50(n) x 50(2). This is a non-degenerate quad
ratic in CP"*^, and K{X) is a quadratic cone in C", while is the inter-
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section of X cz and a hyperplane in tangent to X at x.
Another G;,-orbit is T^X\(K^ kj 0).
(V) X = E(,ISOf\0) X (7(1) is the complexification of the projective 

plane over octaves. K(X) is a cone of simple semispinors [7] in the semispinor 
representation of 50(10). The manifold X may be realized as the set of 
irreducible idempotents in the Jordan algebra recovered from Mj (K) <S) 
_C, i.e. the complexification of 3 x 3 Hermitian matrices over octaves 
([8]).

Another (7j,-orbit is T^X\(K^ u 0).
(VI) X = E-ijEf, X i/(l); then K{X) is a cone spanned by the set of 

irreducible idempotents in (AT) ® ^C.
Let us describe the O-orbits. Xci A° B = {AB + BA)I2 be the Jordan 

product in Mj fK) ® gC and

det (A, B,C) = ^tr A ° B ° C + ^írA-trB-trC - ^[/rA-/rB ° C

+ trB'trA ° C + trC’trA ° B'\.

£■5 (g) C is the group of C-linear transformations in A/jfAOOgC, 
preserving det (A, B, C) (cf [8]) and KfX) = {A e M¡ (AT) ® R^ldet 
(A, A,B) = 0 for any B}.

Other orbits: {A\ det (A, A, A) = OlX/TfA') and {A\ det {A, A, A) 0}.

5. Isotropic subspaces in XfX) and families. In the fundamental 
representation Py:5—GL(IT) corresponding to y, consider the cone of 
vectors Ky of highest weight. For example, for Gr”“''" this cone consists of 
simple w-vectors in A^C" (corresponding to the Plücker embedding of Gr”^" 
into PiA^C)) and for the space C^" with a complex metric and a maximal 
isotropic subspace x e SO(2n)/U(n) in C^", the simple semispinor that E. 
Cartan assigned to x is the eigenvector for /’;c([7]).

Proposition 3.8. (a) Ky is a cone over X.
(b) The interseciion of Ky with the subspace tangent to Ky along the 

generatrix v = C*v is a cone over K^.

Proof. Statement (a) is evident. Let us assume that P„ P, i.e. v = v^. Each 
vector T^Ky is uniquely presentable in the form dpy(Y)Vy, where Ten_ © 
Center G. Points of the cone Ky in the neighbourhood of Vy are expressed in 
the form

exp {t'dPy{Y))Vy = Vy + hdPy(Y)Vy 4 ^ + ••••

Therefore exp (/•ifpy(y))e T^ATy iff i/py(r)^Vy = 0. It remains to make
use of Proposition 3.6(b). ■
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Corollary 3.9. G is the general group of linear automorphisms of K(X).

Sketch of the proof. First let us verify that a linear transformation inducing 
the identical transformation of a base of the cone is a homothety. 
Furthermore, note that a base of the cone K{X) is a (degenerate) flag variety of 
the group Gq; hence the group of holomorphic automorphisms of the base is 
Gq. ■

It turns out that K{X) is always a cone over CHSS, and we obtain a series 
of CHSS s such that each subsequent term is the base of the cone 
corresponding to the preceding term:

(0) CP", CP"-CP*.
(I) Gr;^''", CP"-‘ X CP"-"-*,..., CP*.

(II) 50(2n)/t/(n), Gr^""^, CP""3 x CP*, CP"“*,..., CP*
(III) Spi2n)IU{n), CP""“ *,.... CP*.

(IV) SO(n + 2)/iSO{n) + SO(2)), SO(n)/{SO{n - 2) x
SO(2)) ¡SOi3)/SOi2)

^ \S0{4)/S0i2) X 50(2)

(E) X 0(1)), £6/(50(10) x (/(!)), 5O(10)/(/(5),
Gr^, CP^ X CP*, CP*.

A subspace that belongs to K{X) 0 will be called isotropic. Observe 
that T^X is the space of a fundamental representation of except for X = 
Sp(2n)/t/(rt). Therefore, Proposition 5.3(b) implies that if X^ and X^ are 
neighboring terms of any series except III) then each isotropic subspace in 
A(A'i) is a cone over an isotropic subspace in /ffA'j). Connected components 
of the manifold of isotropic subspaces will be called families. The preceding 
discussion implies the following description of families.

Proposition 3.10. There is a bijection of families in K{X) with subgraphs in the 
Dynkin diagram of s that contain y and are isomorphic to A„ (chains). The 
dimension of the isotropic subspace is equal to the number of vertices in a chain. 
G is transitive on each family. If ..., are simple roots that form a chain, 
then the subspace spanned by Y ,Y „..., T , , w
isotropic and belongs to the family corresponding to the chain Pi,..., pi,.

§4. The equivalence problem for generalized conformal 
structures

1. Flat structures. At each point v e V define the cone K, which is the
parallel transport of K(X). The generalized conformal structure is locally flat
if it is locally equivalent to the structure in V.
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Proposition 4.1. Cones define a locally fiat structure on X.

Proof. The reason is the commutativity of n_. The mapping/:n_-♦ 
(exp n_)P defines an isomorphism of n onto a neighbourhood of ê in SjP. If 
V 6 K{X) c n_ then

exp (n) exp (/v)P|,^o = 4 exp {tv) exp (/i)P|, = o = exp (« + v)P. ■ 
dt dt

Choose a C-orbit Oq in the set of frames for V. Then by Corollary 3.9 a G- 
structure may be introduced on a manifold with a generalized conformal 
structure. In fact, A^ÍOq) defines the reduction of a bundle of frames to the 
structure group G, i.e. a G-structure. Note that although a G-structure on 3C 
depends on (9q it is of no importance for the equivalence problem.

2. The Cartan continuation. Put

g<-‘>=K; g“” = 8 <= gl(K);
g(i) = 52^/* g) g(i-2) n K* (g) g“'^» for / > 0.

In g(*) = 0 g(0 we introduce the Lie algebra structure, which is called the

Cartan continuation of the pair (K, g). It is the Lie algebra of infinitesimal 
automorphisms of the flat G-structure ([26]).

Proposition 4.2. If rkX > 1 then

g<o‘> = 0; g<‘> ^ V*, g<"' = 0;
s = g'-‘>©g'°'©g<‘'; g = g'°'©g“’-

Proof. This follows easily from the Borel-Weil-Bott theorem (see below), 
and D. V. Alexeyevsky has told me that it is also a corollary of results in [20], 
where it is proved that if g' <= gI(K) is an irreducible Lie algebra, then 
g'“* ^ 0 implies either g' = g for some CHSS or g' = sp{V) or g' = sp{V) 
© C. ■
Remark. 4.3 This result and Corollary 3.7 imply that if g' c gl(K) is an 
irreducible linear reductive Lie algebra, then g'**’ ^ 0 if and only if exp g acts 
on V with a finite number of orbits and g'*^’ ^ 0 if and only if there is exactly 
one non-zero orbit.

Propositions 4.1 and 4.2 enable us to recover the whole CHSS from a 
domain U where a flat generalized conformal structure of type X with 
rkX > 1, is defined. In fact, the Lie algebra of a local Lie group of 
diffeomorphisms that preserves a family of curves is isomorphic to s. (For 
s = co(«), where « > 3, this is exactly the Liouville theorem), p is a 
subalgebra in s that preserves a point and X = exp s/exp p. Therefore, U has 
a canonical compactification, for example, in the Penrose twistor theory Gr* 
is a conformal compactification of the complexified Minkowski space.
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3. Structure functions. Put = Horn (A‘ K, g'*" ‘') and

¿/(«i, ...,u,+ i) = X ....... ,U|+i)
0<i</

for/eC‘o‘(n- Then 6Je and ° 5,-i = 0. Let

= Ker5, n (*)

The (A:)-th order structure functions (see [16], [20], [26]), provided that 
structure functions of lesser orders vanish, constitute an obstruction to the 
identification of a ()c + l)th infinitesimal neighborhood of a point on the 
manifold with the G-structure with the {k + l)th neighborhood of the G-flat 
manifold. We will interpret /cth-order structure functions as sections of the 
bundle with the fiberover jc. For example, for G = SOin)
the Riemannian curvature is the section of .^som — Hom(A^.^^> 

^), where <f ndso{n)^^ is the bundle of endomorphisms that preserve 
the metric.

Example 4.4 For the conformal structure (G = tP(«)) the 1st order 
structure functions constitute the torsion. It is equal to 0, since Ho{l) — 
The 2nd order structure functions constitute the Weil tensor if n ^ 4 while 
^od) — 0. Instead, we have //o,3) ^ 0-

For the Riemannian manifolds 2nd order structure functions constitute 
the Riemann tensor that splits into the Weil tensor, the scalar curvature and 
the traceless Ricci tensor. For « = 4 the Weil tensor is reducible. Its 
components are called the self-dual and anti-self-dual parts.

Suppose SO(T^3C) is the Riemann tensor at the point x, ie.
^ Cso(„) {T^3C). The identity R(a,b)C + R(c,a)b + R{b,c)a = 0, which 
implies all other linear relations on the Riemann tensor, is the unfolding of 
the condition = 0.

We have

A^((C’")* (g) (C"-"•)*) = S^(C’")* ® A^CC"-")* ©
A^(C"') (g) S^(C"-")* = © Ai-

Forms of A + (Al) are called {anti)self-dual.

Theorem 4.5. (a) If X ^ Gr""^” then the G-module 0 is irreducible.
k

More precisely,

//«•2 # 0 <=> G # 0(n)
and

# 0 <=> G = 0{n) for n > 4;
# 0 <=> G = 0(3).
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Let / 0. Then the highest weight of H'‘-^ equals the sum of the 
highest weights of \^V* and of both modules being irreducible for
CHSS’s.

(b) IfX = Gr^*”, then ^ = H+ 0 H-,i.e. splits into self-dual and
k

anti-self-dual parts, and both H+ and Z/_ are irreducible.

= 0 (resp. = 0) if and only if m = 2 {respectively, n — m = 2)
and

HY = 0 <=> 0.

The highest weight of H ^{H.) is the sum of the highest weights of Ai(A?.) 
and of 9**” ”, where k is such that ¥= 0 0).

Proof. When n_ is identified with V, the complex 0Cc'(fO is identified
k

with the complex of cochains on n_ with coefficients in s. Thus, 0/Zo‘ =

s). The proof of Theorem 4.5 now follows easily from the Borel-Weil- 
Bott theorem (see [6]) for 5/P. One of its variants runs as follows.

Theorem 4.6. (Borel-Weil-Bott). Let Vj, be a finite-dimensional 9-module 
with the lowest weight x- Let B be the set of sample roots for s and A * the set of 
positive roots. Let p be the half-sum of positive roots; W, the Weil group; and 
Wy = {we fTlw’(A\y) <= A'^}. Let w\,..., wj,,, be elements of W^ of length i. 
Then the lowest weights of irreducible components of the G-module Zf‘(n_, V^)
are —w[(x + p) + p,..., —^kaÁX + P) + P-

Observe that since the number of irreducible components equals k{i) and 
does not depend on x^ then the G-module 1) = A^(n_) is irreducible
iff s) = 0 is irreducible.

k
A Go-structure subordinate to the G-structure is a reduction of the 

principal G-bundle that defines the G-structure on the group Gg.
For G = 0{n) this reduction means that we single out a metric of a 

conformal class.

Theorem 4.7. (a) = ZZ*//or Ar # 1.
(b) There is a natural decomposition HZ?¿'^ © ZZso that, as G- 

modules, ^ ZZ¿-^ and Z/¿ie\i ^ 5^ V* splits into two irreducible
components. One of these is isomorphic to a submodule in V* consisting of 
functions that vanish on K{X) a V.

For a Riemannian metric the structure functions corresponding to this 
component constitute the scalar curvature, and the structure functions 
corresponding to the other component constitute the traceless Ricci tensor.
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Proof. Statement (a) is an evident corollary of the definitions and the 
following properties:

g(l) ~ y*. g(2) _ Q.

9 = 9o 0 Center g, dim^-Center g = 1. 

(b) Horn (A^ V, q)¡5^ Horn (V, g<‘>);

^ 9o);
Ker ¿1 Horn {V, g‘‘') = g<*> = 0; 

Hom(K, g<‘>) ^ K* (g) K* ^ 5^ F* © A^K*.
Let S^K* <= Hom(V, g*'*) be a component isomorphic to S^V*- 

^Ricci = Then (5^K*, A^K*)^ = 0 implies that //rI«!
9o)- The Steinberg formula [[25] easily implies that if (F;i, A^F*)g = 

then(F^, A^K* (g go)^, l. In particular, (S^F*, A^F* (g) golo = 
fore, there is a canonical G-invariant decomposition H\:^= fta^ ®
Then the G-module isomorphism fta^ = is an evident corollary of the 
definitions (*) of //g’*. The facts on the decomposition of V* follow from the 
Schmid theorem and Corollary 3.7. ■

4. Connections and O-geodesics. Let n-.E-*3C be a principal G-bundle 
that defines the G-structure on SC and rtg-.Eo—* SS its reduction to Go ^ 
defines the Go-structure on SC subordinate to the G-structure (recall that 
a sub-bundle in the bundle of frames and the point e e £ is interpreted as t e 
isomorphism e; F—► r SC).

Choose a decomposition

Horn (A^ F, F) = C © ¿1 Horn (F, go).
Since F* ^ g<i) = Ker d, Horn (F, g) and 0 = g'o*' = Ker ó^ Horn (f^go)> 
then dimension considerations imply that Horn (F, g) = Horn ( > » 
and Horn (A^F, F) = C © áj Horn (F, g). Because of the reductiveness o g 
the complement C may be chose to be G-invariant. ^

The property g^’ = 0 means exactly that the choice of C in (*) ^ ^
to introduce the canonical Go-connection in nQ\E(¡—*3C (see [26])- 1 
SO{n), it is exactly the statement of the Levi-Civita theorem that states 
on a manifold with metric there is a canonical connection that preserves 
metric. .

Let us recall briefly the construction of the connection. To each 
subspace H a T^Eq an element tu e Horn (A^ F, F) (“torsion ) ^^^^ontal 
Fixing H, we obtain a bijection between Horn (F, go) horiz^ ^ 
subspaces in T^Eq. Let e Horn (F, go) correspond to Hv fi
íh -t- Hence it is always possible to find a horizontal su
such that f ^ e C, so that these subspaces are indexed by eleme 
Ker Horn (F, go), which is trivial in our case. As for any connection 
bundle of frames, geodesics are defined for this connection.
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Since g“’ # 0 there is no canonical linear connection in E. Nevertheless, 
on a manifold with a G-structure an isotropic plane may be transported 
along vectors that belong to this plane. More precisely, let <5 be a chain of the 
Dynkin diagram of s and I{0) the corresponding (by Proposition 3.10) family 
of isotropic subspaces. G is transitive on I{0).

Let Ti¡:Ei—*2í' be the bundle whose fiber over x is the manifold of 
isotropic subspaces in of I{ó). For a Go-structure consider the connection 
in Ei induced by the canonical Go-connection.

Theorem 4.8. For any ee E^ a horizontal lifting in e of the isotropic subspace 
corresponding to e does not depend on the choice of a Go-structure subordinate 
to the G-structure.

The proof is a consequence of the following lemma.

Lemma 4.9. Let be an isotropic subspace in K^X) of 1(6) and g e g“^ 
Then g(W,){W,) <= W,.

Proof. Let y = //,, • • • > simple roots that form the chain 5 and
\jjj = p^ Pj [or \ ^ j ^ k. Since G is transitive on 1(5) we may
assume that is spanned by ,..., . We must verify that if e
n then [[ V F. J c ' but if [[F^, F. J # 0, then

Y Y^^} = Let be a coefficient of y in the
decomposition oí P with respect to simple roots. Then = -1
and n^ ., = \ = n^ imply n^ y = 1. Moreover, if // is a simple root that 
does not belong "to the chain, then n^ ,, = 0. Hence P = ipr for some 
r, 1 < r ^ A:. This easily implies the rest of the proof ■

In particular, an isotropic line can be transported along itself In other 
words the following statement holds.

Corollary. 4.10. A curve in 3C which is a geodesic of a Go-structure and 
tangent at some (hence at any) point x of does not depend on the choice of a 
Go-structure subordinate to the G-structure.

These curves will be called O-geodesics of the G-structure.

§5. Connection of F-$tructures and G-structures

1. The Gf-structure connected with the F-structure. Let Gp c GL( fV) be 
the group of all transformations preserving F and g^ the Lie algebra of Gf. 
Choose a frame in IF; we obtain a G^-structure on the manifold x with the F- 
structure. (The choice of a frame will not affect our constructions).

Put C*¿Xx) for a k-th order structure function at xe 3Í. Recall that 
C'^(x)e (see 4.3). Making use of projections ► V/Vf and
df '-Qp —>■ TfF, where qj.(A)(v) = Pf(Av) for .4 e g^ and v e Vj-, we naturally 
define mappings —* H'‘~^ HTfF). For example the mapping

hf. Horn (A"' V, K)/<5, Horn (V, g^) — Horn (A^ V/V^)/3, Horn (V^, T^F)
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¡5 j^fined as follows. Let /I e Horn (A^ K, K) and Put
= PfiMvuVi)) and e Horn (A^ K/K^). Ut Be

Horn = 9/(fi(Ui)) and 'h\(B) e Horn (K^, T^F).

^ ~ obstruction to integrability of an F-
strZli^’'^ if and only if /i^fC* (x)) = 0 for every fe F.

-j-fjC proof follows easily from the definitions.

2_ jr^structures on a generalized conformal manifold. Let ^ be a chain in the 
Dynicin diagram of s with at least 2 vertices. In case X = Sp{2n)/U{n) there is 
no juch chain. Therefore, in this subsection X # Spi2n)IU{n). On a 
genef^^’^^ manifold the F-structure, where F = 1(d), is induced
(,^(^) consists of isotropic subspaces of JT, of the family 1(d)).

Theof«"' 5.2. Let X he irreducible, rkX > 1 and X ^ Sp(2n)IU(n).
(a) U ^ ^ Gr’"'*^" then the generalized conformal structure is flat if ond

only isotropic suhspace of the family 1(d) there is an integral manifold
tangent to it.

(b) Por X = Gr"”^" the (anti)self-dual part of the structure function 
vaniS^^^ ifondonly if for any isotropic suhspace of the given family of subspaces 
of tyP^ there is an integral submanifold tangent to it. If both parts of 
the stcucture function vanish, then the generalized conformal structure is 
fiat.

Prooi- (a) Make use of Proposition 5.1. The set A'‘ = {A e //*;
= 0 fo'' ^ny fe F} is a Gf-module. By Theorem 4.6 0 is irreducible
and f^G~ = 0 for /c > 3 if A' # Gr;, Sp(4)/U(2). Corollary 3.9 implies that 
Gf == G. It is easy to see that in case considered A'^ ^ Therefore,
.4* == Ot proving the sufficiency. The necessity is evident.

The proof of (b) is similar to that of (a), making use of Lemma 4.5.

§6. A construction of representations of Weil type for several 
simple Lie algebras

1. Preliminaries. Let K be a finite-dimensional linear space over C and
a pairing of V and V*. For v e V define the differentiation d„ in the ring 
by putting = <j;, i,*> for v* e V*. The linear function on V* defined by
D will be denoted by i/>„. Put Si(V) for the Lie algebra of regular differentia 
operators on V.

Define the Lie algebra isomorphism F:i^(V) —► ^(V*) by the formu a 
F(d„) = i\l/„ and F(il/^,) = id^,,. The isomorphism F is well defined, since

»A,,.]) = <u, v*y = liifi,,, id,,,-] = [F(d„), F(d'„.)]-
The mapping F is called the Fourier transform.
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Let be the cone of the vectors of the highest weight in the G^t-module 
T*X. Put n* In what follows, n* and n are identifíed with
respect to the Killing form.

Let I be the ideal in S’fn*) that defines A* u 0 and /•*’ the space in / of 
homogeneous polynomials of degree k.

Proposition 6.1. (a) is an irreducible G-module. Its multiplicity in n* ®
n* equals 1.

(b) /‘^'.5(n*) = I

Proof, (a) Making use of Schmid’s theorem (3.1) we have = 'V* and 
('V*, S^n*)o = 1 in the notation of 3.3. The fact that = 0 has a
straightforward verification. Another method is to make use of the fact that 
A^n* is reducible if and only if G = GL(k)X^GL(m).

(b) Suppose that /' e X ‘ = 0- Then = 0 for

u € U(s). Using the Burnside density theorem and the simplicity of the 
spectrum of G in 5n*, we have that for any /, 1 < / < m, there is an u¡ e t/(s) 
such that «/' =Jt< - <Jk- By the Hilbert 
Nullstellensatz there" is an V such that = (u/Y = (/•_ •... •/*)'" e 
'y*Sn* and (u/Y is the vector of highest weight with respect to G. Hence, 
by'Corollary 3.2, (u/Y = f*(P impües that = y,.

Let L, be a vector field on‘n_, where t e s, induced by the 5-action on X. 
Recall that n_ is embedded in X as in the Introduction. Consider 
5n* (g) n_ as the space of vector fields on n_. In what follows, n e n and 
^1,^2 en_.

Proposition 6.2. (a) L„ e 5^n* (gi n_.
(b) L„(Oi,>'2]) = [[«. T J. T23/2-

Proof, (a) [L , LJ =n* (g) n_ because Oi,«] eg c: n* (g) n_.
(b) By the Jacobi identity and the commutativity of n_ the right-hand 

side in (b) defines an element of 5^n* ® n_. It suffices to verify that taking 
the bracket of both parts first with L,, and then with give the same 
result.
2. The main construction. Denote by the space of differential operators 
of ^ = ^(n_) of degree and homogeneity /. For example, = d^. e 

*. We will write an operator D e ^ in the form D = Ed’'.. .d^dCy). TÍie 
homogeneity considerations imply that

[L.,/] = />2-‘+ (1)

where f s

Proposition 6.3. * e
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Proof. Let a2(D) be the 2-symbol of D. The symbol is a function on r*n_. 
Put L'„ for the vector field on 7'*n_ corresponding to on n_. Let K*{y) be 
a shift of/T* c rSn_ ^ n at the point y e n It is possible to verify that ^(j) 
is identified with K* under the embedding of n_ into X. Therefore, 

implies that = ^n(<^2(/)) vanishes on each cone
K*{y). m

Put^fAT*) = Norm (7^)//^, where Norm (7®) = {De^\DI cz 7^}. Let 
nen,yen., Put

•^n L„ + y] A yX -^y ~ (2)

For j 6 s the mapping s h-» if, is a Lie algebra isomorphism (see 
Introduction).

Theorem 6.4. There is a XeC such that F\^y) e 3i(K*) (see (2)).

Proof. To L„ and/e 7=X7'^*), assign the operator D“ We get the G-module 
morphism /4;n g) F(7*^*) —► n_. Consider the morphism of the same G- 
modules /4';n Proposition 6.1(a) implies that dim Homc(n ®
7^7*^’), n_) = 1. Since A' 9^ 0 we find that there is a A e C such that A = XA'. 
This is just the required A. since [.Sf„, Fl(7*^>)] c= F(7<^>)^ and Fli) = 
F(7<"').F(Sn*) for this A. ■

Proposition 6.5. dim Gq = dim K*

Proof. Let be a vector of highest weight of the s-module s. Then Y^, is 
evidently the vector of highest weight of the G-module n. Now the proof 
follows from the commutativity of n and the following facts:

(a) # 0 for y^ e 9 <=> li + il/ = X
is a root <=o- —fi = i/i — x is a root <=> [y-y, y^,] # 0;

(b) [y-^, yj6l);
(c) [[y-4„ y,^], y,^] = ay,^, where a e C*. ■

Examples. In these examples We define only the embedding
G:n+ Si{K*), because the rest is evident.

ord© =

(I) where tr A + ir D = 0, and A = n.

K* = {BeMatfw x ri)\rkB = 1}. 

Let Xij 6 n’t be such that

d
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Put

S d , 8
—- (« + m)ti dx,j dxu, dx,

for 1 ^ < wj, 1 < y < n.

(II) 8 = 0(2«) = -/<')’ " -ff,C = -C'j.

■■-l(:;)l—{(i»-i(i-J
K* = {Ben^\b, ,^ - b,^,^ 6,^,^ + b. ,^ 6,^,^ = 0}.

Then

Put

G:E,i.n+j ' k* - 2{n -h SX)^ dxj, dXiJ

- {(c i^-)- 4(III) 8 = S>’(2/I) = wherefi = C = C'k Then

E* = {Benjb,^_ b,^^ - = 0}.

Put
/ 5 5 d _d\

G.Ei,„+j !-► ^ '* ” dx,j’

(IV) (a) 8 = 0(2« + 2); g = o(2) © o(2n) = co(2n). Then 

K* = {(2„ ...,z„,wi,..., w„)\ExtW, = 0}.

Put

A-yAA
dzi dwt

The 2nd order differential operators acting in ^{K*) are

Wi = *v,A — (j, + /^ —«+

and

Zi = Z(A — (y, + y» ~ « + 1 dwi’

where 1 < / < «.
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(b) 8 - 0(2« +1); g = o(2) 0 o(2n — 1) x= co(2n — 1). Then

= {(^l. . • ■ , *v„ . . . , H-,, = 0}.
Put

The 2nd order differential operators acting in ^(K*) are

for 1 ^ I ^ n and

r= íA - ( 2/^'

§7. Manifolds with quaternionic structure
•• Definitions. Let H" be a left «-dimensional quaternionic space, 
GL(n, H) the group of H-linear transformations of H, i.e. the group of 
invertible quaternionic « x « matrices (acting from the right on « rows of 
quaternions) with the unusual composition A ° B = BA, where juxtaposition 
denotes the matrix product. Put H* for the group of invertible quaternions 
acting on H from the left. Put H x ^.GL(«; H) for the subgroup of GLg(H ) 
generated by H* and GL(«; H).

Example 7.1. « = i. Define the norm of q = a + bi + cj + dk by the 
formula \q\ = + d^. The group SO(4) is the connected
component of the unit of the subgroup of GLg(H) that preserves the norm. 
The formula q^Siqs2, where Sj,52 6H''‘, induces the isomorphism 
H* X g.GL(«; H) ^ R*.SO(4).

A left quaternionic structure on the n-dimensional manifold á" is ^ 
H* X g,GL(«; H)-structure on á".

Another definition. Let H' be a subalgebra in Endg(H"), whose elements 
are quaternions acting on H" from the left. On SC, a left quaternionic structure 
is defined if a subalgebra cz End^fT,^) is given at each point x6 ^ so 
that there is an R-linear isomorphism that transforms H' mto
K-

These definitions are equivalent because H* x g.GL(n; H) is the group
of all R-linear transformations of H" that transform H' into itself (H*/R
the group of all automorphisms of the subalgebra H' and GL(«; H) preserves
the set H' elementwise).
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Similarly, making use of the right-quaternionic space we define a right 
quaterniortic structure.

Example 7.2. To define a left quaternionic structure on a 4-dimensional 
manifold is the same as defining an orientation and a conformal class of a 
Riemannian metric on the manifold. In fact, H* x ^.GLfl; H) s R**S'0(4). 
The change of orientation is equivalent to the shift from the left quaternionic 
structure to the right one. In fact, on one hand, the quaternionic conjugation 

q shifts an orientation in R"* ^ H and, on the other hand, makes a left 
quaternionic space into a right one and vice versa by the formula kq = ql.

Remark 7.3. The space is not quaternionic because there is no canonical 
isomorphism between and H. For example, S* ^ HZ’* has no almost 
complex structure, though it possesses a quaternionic structure. If there were 
a canonical isomorphism between and H, we could have taken the image of 
i for the almost complex structure on S*.

Example 7.4. Put HP" = ‘\0). Then H,, is a line in H"-"‘
corresponding to x: e HP". There is a canonical isomorphism P^HP" 2 Hom„ 
(H„H"^7HJ. Let veH, and/e Hom„ (H^, H"^‘/HJ. Define an action 
(depending on i;) of ^6 H on /by the formula (T^(q)f)(kv) = kqf{v). Since

{T^^{q)f){kPv) = kqfiPv) = kqPf(v)

we have Tp^iq) = P//?“ Thus, the algebra generated by operators T^iq), 
where qsH, does not depend on v and defines a left quaternionic structure on 
HP".

When HP" is realized as the set of hyperplanes in H"^‘, we have 
P^HP" s Hom„ (Hi H"^ VH;;) and HP" is endowed with the right 
quaternionic structure. In fact, if i; 6 H"’*' ^/H^ and/e Hom^ (H^^, H"'*' VH,), 
where f(h) = vtj-(h), then {T^{q)f)ih) = vqtj-(h).

If the initial space H"^ ‘ is a right H-module then (H"-" ‘\0)/H* has a right 
structure, whereas hyperplanes in H"’^* have a left one.

Observe that HP* possesses both right and left quaternionic structures 
regardless of realization.

2. The cone in P^J" (g) «C. Put C, = {/ e hJJ^ = -1 }■ Then ^ CP*. In 
fact, it suffices to verify this for H, when C = {«/ -I- PJ yk\cc^ + p^ + =
1} and the inner automorphisms of H act on C as elements of SO(3) act on 
5^. Therefore, = CP*.

Elements of are called complex structures subordinate to the 
quaternionic structure h^^- For y 6 C, put Vj = (y + Jyly e P,J"}. The
space Fj is a C-Iinear subspace in P^ (g) „C because y/— l(y -I- y/— 1 Jy) = 
-Jy 3- y^J(-Jy).

Let = U **' ^ive another description of Clearly, the
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^ r*GL (m; H)-module H" is isomorphic to the 
GL(2) X CrL(2«)-module (g) C^". Let (g) (g) ,C be a
complexifi«^^^'®" of and K = {u (g) w e (g) C^"}.

Lemma ~ i-^)-

Proof. It suffices to verify this lemma for H". The group H* x „.GL(«; H) 
preserves U P’j because O' + — 1 Jy)A = yA + yj — 1 JyA and q(y +

y^/y) - <iy + J(<lJq~^)qy- But the manifold Jli^ is a complex
manifold; therefore it is preserved by GL(2) x GL(2rt). Since Jf;. ^ 0, 
Jf, ^ Tx^ ® rC and GL(2) x j..GL(2n) has three orbits in ® C^", it 
follows that JT, = >|C(/o. ■

Subsp^ces of Vj will be called a-subspaces. The bundle ^ with the
fiber Cf over x may be interpreted as a bundle of a-subspaces. Observe that 
since a-subspaces are transversal to .y — 1 T^3^, then their projection in 
parallel to ■s/-^ T^2f is an isomorphism that enables us to introduce a 
complex structure in is an isomorphism that enables us to introduce a 
complex structure in

3. The main example: = HP". Let us identify C with the subfield in H
generated by 1 and i. Expressing quaternions in the form Zj + Z2p 
identify H with and * with and obtain an embedding of HP" it>
Grj""^^. Assigning to a complex line in the quaternionic line that
contains this complex line we obtain a bundle tciCP^""" ‘ » HP" with the
fiber CP*- The space P^HP" (g) is identified with Pj.Gr|"'^^.

Let Hjt be the line corresponding to x e HP". The a-subspaces in ^'x 
parameterized by C-lines in H^^. In fact, the tangent space to the manifold of 2- 
planes in intersecting H„ along the fixed line is an a-subspace and all *■ 
subspaces arise this way. Therefore, HP" is identified with the bundle of «- 
subspaces.

Recall that a 2-form is self-dual if and only if it vanishes on each a-subspace.

Proposition 7.6. A 2-form in is self-dual if and only if it is of type (L 1)/*^^
oil complex structures subordinate to the quaternionic structure in T^-

Proof. In fact, the lack of (2,0) (resp. (0,2)) components in the 
decomposition w = -t- w'’* -y connected with the compì®*
structure Je is equivalent to the vanishing of w on Lj (respectively.
y-j)- ■

4. A complex structure on the twistor manifold. Theorem 4.9 implies that 
the choice of the complement C in Horn (A^ L, K) = C © di(Hom 
(V, gl(2)) (8)c9l(2/i)) defines at each point Je ^ a subspace fVj c Tj^ ® r 

isomorphic to Fj with respect to the projection.
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Let /îj be a (1,0)-part of the complexified tangent space to the fiber at J. 
The space is a (1, 0)-part in ® „C for the complex structure in
Tj^. This means that ^ possesses an almost complex structure.

Theorem 7.7. An almost complex structure on ^ is integrable if and only if an 
antiselfdual part of the structure function of the quaternionic structure vanishes.

Proof. This follows from the integrability theorem in [2, section 3] and the
results of 4.3 above. ■ r i j r d

The complex manifold ^ is an analogue of the twistor manifold of R.
Penrose.
Remark. If dim S' = 4« > 4 then the torsion is an antiselfdual part of the 
structure function. When dim ^ = 4 there is no torsion at all. Therefore the 
lack of torsion is a necessary condition for the integrability of an almost 
complex structure on á». But, when there is no torsion, the choice of C is 
redundant and, there is a canonical complex structure on

Observe that example 7.3 actually shows that HP" is the twistor manifold
for CP"*'.
5. Self-dual bundles over an antiselfdual manifold and holomorphic bundles 
over ^ A vector bundle E over with the connection V is self-dual if its 
curvature form Pv ‘s self-dual, i.e. vanishes on a-subspaces.

Let (7t*£, 7t*V) be a lifting of (P, V) to and n*F^ the curvature form of

jt*V.
Lemma 7.8. (P, V) is a self-dual if and only if n*F^ vanishes on Rj © Wj.

Proof. In fact, since n*F^ is a lifting from the base, k*F^ vanishes if at least 
one of two vectors belongs to Rj and 7r*Pvl IP. = 0 is equivalent to the self

duality of Pv. ■ ... u
Lemma 7.8 implies that an almost holomorphic structure may be

introduced on n*E. In fact, 5 e r(^, 7t*P) is holomorphic if and only if 
= 0 for every € r(^, Rj © IP.)-

Following [2] (see also [4]), this result may be somewhat generalized. 
Define the involution putting t(/) = —J.

Theorem 7.9. Let E be a Hermitian vector bundle with a self-dual connection 
on an anti-selfdual manifold 3C. Then

(1) n*E is a holomorphic bundle on
(2) n*E is holomorphically trivial on each fiber
(3) There is a holomorphic isomorphism a:-c*n*E-*in*E)*, which 

induces a positive definite Hermitian structure on the space of holomorphic 
sections of n*E on each fiber.

Conversely, each such bundle on á* is the inverse image of a Hermitian bundle 
with a self-dual connection.
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